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tleman, who in his anxiety to assist this laudable undertaking
was tilting the ink-bottle towards the point of the pen.
Old Funky answered this question almost before it was out
of Dud's mouth. It was as if the pen had answered it in an
impatient squeak, or as if the ink-pot had replied to it in gur-
gling haste. But to Mr. Urgan's vexation the important word
"Ben" remained still unwritten; for the signer of the cheque
felt impelled to glance at the girl on the floor.
During the whole of this singular debate Wizzie had been
casting quick nervous looks at her rescuer. Dud too felt "in his
bones" a vivid awareness of her presence. At some moments,
while the others were speaking, it was as if he and she were
really alone in that caravan, and yet separated, separated by
troublesome phantoms, that kept materializing and unmate-
rializing like faces at a seance.
He had become aware that the girl was intensely shy of him,
terribly afraid of encountering his gaze. She always looked
away hurriedly, when there was a chance of their eyes meet-
ing.
At this moment her shyness of him seemed to mingle with
his own consciousness of the unusual nature of the situation.
From somewhere deep down in his soul a feeling arose as if all
this had happened before, ages and ages ago! He did meet her
eyes now, as he held that pen, and it was as if out of the remote
past of that long-historical spot some reincarnated Bronze-Age
invader were selecting from among the girl-captives of the
older Stone-Age the particular one that appealed to his erratic
fancy, the one, out of them all, that no one else would choose!
He now repeated his question about Mr. Urgan's Christian
name.
"Ben," was the comprehensive reply. "Just plain Ben. Bee,
hee, hen—Ben! With great oneyers like 'eeself I tells the bare
truth, so strike me gawd! 'Ben' for Birth and Ben for Death,
though in the Hin-between, as you might say, a person like me
gets called all and sundry!"
Dud was spurred on now, not only by the help of the tilted
ink-pot but by his impatience to escape a strong smell of burn-
ing fowls' dung which, at this crisis, seemed to emerge from the
perspiring skin of Old Funky, and he was soon putting the final
flourish to "D. No-man." He was in fact just completing this,
and the silence was broken only by Mummy Urgan whisper-

